From a web browser, scientists can use **ChemCart Reagent Inventory** to quickly locate reagents needed for synthesis, whether located in the lab next door or from suppliers around the world. **ChemCart Reagent Inventory** tracks reagent bottles from “cradle to grave” - from purchasing and receiving to movement through the laboratories and disposal.

**ChemCart Reagent Inventory** features that benefit end users

- Easy to use, query by form interface
- Use pre-defined forms, modify or build your own form to query, view and update information
- Search by sub-structure and/or any data field through the form, or build more complex queries using AND, OR, NOT logic
- Extensive list handling capabilities – sort, merge, store, retrieve, print, share
- Batch load data from a variety of file types
- Supports several popular chemistry formats, such as Accelrys, CambridgeSoft, ChemAxon, Daylight, Symyx

**ChemCart Reagent Inventory** manages all aspects of a chemical reagent’s lifecycle

- Search for in-house and supplier reagents, from a single structure query
- Use shopping cart to order chemicals from stockroom or from suppliers
- Receive order and track inventory history as sample is depleted
- Utilize barcodes and/or RFIDs to track bottle information
- Access inventory information from a single corporate site or from multiple sites
- Generate flexible reports for governmental health and safety agencies
- Link to purchasing system, safety information and other inventory related sources
- Add business rules to support corporate workflow (e.g. set ordering permissions)
- Update/add your own reagents & suppliers

*The configurable Structure Navigator eases the task of reagent selection.*

ChemCart Reagent Inventory™ is a trademark of DeltaSoft, Inc.

All brands or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.